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Surveying the present age a hundred years hence, the historian 

will probably point out that, in Germany, National Socialism effected 

a return to the laws of life, in all spheres, but especially in the 

.plicre of education. By this we do not mean simply Rousseau's 

•Back to Nature*. For, the National Socialist idea of life has nothing 

to do with romantic dreaming and is free of all sentimentality. We 

have brought life into its own again. In the past centuries the laws 

of natural life were broken in three ways: 
1) Instead of considering the peoples of the world as represen¬ 

tatives of different stocks we let ourselves be deceived by the ideal 

of a humanity which could only exist in the »mind’s eye*. We ima¬ 

gined men as beings built on a universal pattern, each one endowed 

with the other’s capacities — the same throughout the world. 

2) Instead of treating him as a natural member of a natural com¬ 

munity, in which he is as deeply rooted as a plant in the soil, we 

separated man from the type of people to which he belongs and, like 

a chemist analysing a preparation, put him, so to speak, in a test tube. 

3) Finally we did violence to this isolated human being by denying 

him the existence of heart, determination, emotions, and feelings 

and by judging only his intellect to be of importance and worth. 

And it was to the exclusion of everything else and only to this 

intellect that educationists and teachers directed their attention for 

nearly two centuries. 
The entire civilised world was guilty of these three misconceptions. 

It would serve no useful purpose were we to discover which nations 

have sacrificed any more or less to the idols of individualism and 

intellectualism, during the past centuries, than has Germany. For 

results would show only slight differences. There can be little doubt, 

rhowever, that the evils resulting from this over-emphasis of the 

cfcntellect were more marked here than anywhere else in the world. 

This can be attributed partly to the social structure of Germany, 

oand partly to the important role played by the development of 

philosophical idealism in our country. In Japan and England other 

if<Drces were at work which counter-acted this belief in the supreme 

value of the individual and the intellect. The importance attached 

to the Emperor in the Japanese schools and the co-operation which 

exists between the army officer and the school-master is sufficient 

evidence of this. In England, the Public Schools —■ however large 
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or small a part one may think they play in English national life 

have always put the training of the character, and the fostering of 

fairness and team spirit before the education of the intellect. And 

when referring to the French one must not forget that with them the 

intellect has never been completely separated from its elder and matu- 

rer brother, that quality to which they have given the name »espnt«. 

Among the Latin nations care has always been taken to prevent 

any detachment and exaggerated cult of the intellect. 
In Germany, on the other hand, there were no such safeguards. 

In an extraordinary way HegeVs conception of the mind was robbed 

of all real meaning and reduced to a farcical abstraction. Mind was 

confused with knowledge, and education with instruction. So Ger¬ 

many became the classical example of a land of ^Knowledge*- Whilst 

the English, says Lord Haldane, are »a race peculiarly adapted to 

identify life with sport*. Germany until recently might well have 

been termed *a nation peculiarly qualified to identify life with •know¬ 

ledge*. The more the intellect was considered to be the only thing 

that was vital, important, and valuable to man, the less important, 

even as objects of philosophical contemplation, did all the other 

potentialities of man become. A special philosophy of the intellect 

existed. Only through the intellect could one attain to truth, not 

through the heart, the resolution or the will. Only the intellect could 

show us things as they really were. It seemed to have been for¬ 

gotten that Goethe, the revered master whose advice'was often sought, 

had himself said: »I detest everything which I am merely taught 

and which does not bear fruit in my actions.* 
It would be unjust if here we omitted to accord great praise to 

Germany’s schools. Their splendid world-wide reputation is richly 

deserved, and it would be difficult to mention a single other country 
where the school-master is more highly esteemed, or the school 

more strongly supported than has always been the case in Germany. 

Nor must it be forgotten that it was the German school itself which 

was the first and most vigorous opponent of the one-sidedness of 

individualism and intellectualism. Kerschensteiner’s "Arbeitsschule* 

(Work School), Berthold Otto’s general instruction, Gaudig’s principle 

of the independent activity of the pupil, Hermann Lietz’ community 

school, can be no more omitted from the history of German edu¬ 

cation than, say Eduard Sponger's attempt at a psychology of youth, 

reestablishing the union between school and life. Yet, despite all 

these sincere attempts, the German school has failed to inspire its 
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kholars. Why? The reason is to be found in this false conception 

..1 the "make-up* of man and, in consequence, of the aim of edu- 

«utlon itself. 

llerbart’s theory of pedagogics is an illustration of what we mean. 

tier hart, whose ideas on instruction dominated European education 

lor many years, was guilty of a twofold error. In the first place 

lie believed that education could be restricted to the development 

of the intellect, and secondly that education could only be effected 

through the medium of instruction, the imparting of knowledge. 

Feelings, will, soul, and emotions were all disturbing elements and 

should be kept away from the school. "The matter taught,* said 

Herbart, "is the vital thing.* The teacher is but the instrument of 

this matter. Only thus, he thought, could the pupil be allowed to 

develop and mature freely. 

It is not surprising that German youth should finally have revolted 

against this theory of teaching and the kind of school which resul¬ 

ted from it. For, such a theory makes the one mistake of imagining 

that youth can be satisfied with an accumulation of »provisional<* 

thoughts and achievements and ask for nothing more. But the young 

long for "finite« values. They do not want merely to be instructed, 

they want to be led. 

They long for the teacher to speak to them from his heart and 

to stretch out his guiding hand. This is the great truth that Pefta- 

lozzi placed in opposition to Herbart’s theories:—that the spark 

which jumps from one person to another is the nucleus of all edu¬ 

cation. We, the youth of Germany, felt bitterly that the school 

which was meant to educate us, left us in the lurch just when we 

most needed education, that is, on leaving school. German youth, with 

its own unfailing instinct, has itself answered the question of whe¬ 

ther it is worth while preserving the German people. Fichte had 

already demanded that national education should be based on this 

fundamental principle. And it is not surprising that German youth 

should regard, besides Fichte, men like Herder, Jahn and Nietzfche 

as their leaders in the fight against the school of the intellect. For 

it was Herder who said that every nation "has its own centre of 

happiness, just as every sphere has its own centre of gravity*, while 

Jahn and Nietzsche attacked most vigorously the glorification of 

the intellect and the cult of book-learning. 

It was in a strong desire to rectify these mistakes that German 

vouth has repeatedly emigrated from the school. The Pre-War Youth 
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Movement got no further than unsuccessful attempts at reform, but 

the World-War marked a great turning-point. Nowadays the foreign 

observer in Germany is astonished to see how tar youth has taken 

education into its own hands. In the Hitler Youth groups in the 

ranks of the Storm Troops, in the columns ot the Labour Service 

Corps voung people are receiving an education such as perhaps a 

school can never give, and which the school of the 19 th century 

certainly did not provide. The essential aim of all these experiments 

is to supply that education in comradeship and citizenship which - 

has already been provided in other countries of the world for many 

centuries and with varying success. 
If we would reduce the manifold ideals of present-day German 

education to some common factor, we could aptly choose that an- . 

cient principle of the trinity of mind, soul, and body. For, in the 

education of the German of the future there must be three clearly- 

defined aspects-the training of the mind, of the soul and of the 

body The complaint has often been made that Adolf Hitler consi¬ 

dered the training of the body to be more important than the trai¬ 

ning of the mental faculties. But this is not, as has been claimed, 

evidence of the barbarism of modern Germany. It is simply a na¬ 

tural truth. If we wish to serve our nation-and to the youth ot 

this country this is a mafler of course - we must first become capable 

of rendering this service. Having first aquired the power to serve 

then the second task will be to awaken in ourselves the readmes: 

to do so. The capacity to serve requires a careful training ot the 

body, which has nothing to do with the craze for record-breaking, 

but which seeks to give a natural vigour to every part of the body 

But the readiness to serve one's nation requires that iron training o 

will of courage, and of character as a whole, which Hitler has stated 

to be the ultimate aim of education. It is taken for granted by every 

German that, in so doing, mental training must not be neglected. 

No-one need point out that to a German. But what must be driven 

home to him is this - that his mind is useless unless it can bear 

witness to the living organism that is man, can bear witness, that 

is to say, not only to his intellect but also to his heart and will. 
The German school-child of the future will strive to attain these 

virtues: Honour, loyalty, a cheerful willingness to bear responsibi¬ 

lity self-sacrifice, courage, determination, self-confidence, modesty, 

obedience, and a thorough knowledge of all that appertains to his 

profession. -In our eyes the German youth of the future must be 
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Inn .ind strong, as fast as a greyhound, as tough as leather and as 

Inn.I .is Krupp steel* (Hitler). 

I rnft Krieck and Alfred Baeumler based their philosophy of edu- 

. mu in on the idea of the community of the people and the com- 

1 nli ship of groups of men, as being essential to all German education 

mI the future. The formative forces of the community will remain 

an integral part of education whether it is provided mainly within 

mi .ipart from the class-room. The school, must realize then, that 

even though its methods of teaching were fundamentally altered, 

as a place of instruction, it can make only a small contribution to 

education as a whole. Labour service, for instance, will perhaps for 

many years play a far more decisive part than the school in the 

training of the youth of this country. Nevertheless a fierce struggle 

will be fought in Germany as to what form the school should take. 

For, our aim is not to abolish the school but to win for it its right¬ 

ful place In the hearts of German children. The training of teachers 

, has therefore become a burning question of the day. For it is beyond 

all shadow of doubt that no essential change can take place in the 

German school until either school-masters become leaders of youth 

or leaders of youth become school-masters. 

k< 

THE STRUCTUI^ 
OF THE GERMAN SCHOOL SYSTEM 

The following survey gives only a condensed account of the 

main elements of the German educational system. Many individual 

forms of school are not mentioned, nor are all the separate mea¬ 

sures of reform enumerated. 

PRE-SCHOOL EDUCATION 

The Kindergarten caters for children from the age of 21/2 until 

they are admitted to the Grundschule, in cases where the family 

cannot provide the necessary care and education. The Kindergarten 

mistresses are trained in Seminaries and must pass a State leaving 

examination proving their ability. 

PRIMARY EDUCATION 

A. THE GRUNDSCHULE (Foundation School) 

The Grundschule is the uniform first stage in the education of all 



German children. It gives every child that foundation which he 

must possess, whether he passes on later to the Obersiufe (Upper 

Grade) of the Volhschule and chooses a practical profession or pro¬ 

ceeds to a more advanced institution which prepares its pupils for 

the university or Hochsehuh (higher school with status of university). 

On the conclusion of his 6th year the child is compelled to enter 

the Grunischule. He must remain at the Grunischule for 4 years. The 

aim of the Grunischule is gradually to transform the natural aptitudes 

of the child into a will to Stork-Children of this age have concrete 
minds hostile to abstractions, and the curriculum of the Grunischule 

is framed accordingly. An attempt is made to penetrate into the 
world of childhood, to define its features by cultivating more par¬ 

ticularly in children the expression of thought by the customary 

speech and language of childhood, and by teaching them to use- 

their eyes and hands methodically. To this end, the children are 

taught to execute easy manual work and their attention is drawn 

to the manifestations of nature and human activity. Physical culture 

in the form of games, gymnastics, walks, etc. is, moreover, included 

in the curriculum. 
The foundation provided by the Grunischule is gradually m 

to include the history and geography of the town or district in 

which the children live. The aim of the Grunischule period is to 

develop the child’s natural aptitudes and to foster in all pupils that 

ability and knowledge which form the groundwork of any education 

which look beyond the mere requirements of the school itseli. 

B. THE OBERSTUFE (Upper Grade) OF THE VOLKSSCHULE 

The four senior classes of the Volksschuh have the twofold task 

of furthering the development of individuality and of imbuing the 

class as a whole with a consciousness of its German nationality. The 

curriculum is framed in accordance with these two aims. The instruc¬ 

tion given depends on the age and general capacity of the pupils 

and seeks to develop the whole personality by way of the feelings 

and desires peculiar to childhood. The education so provided does not 

attempt to develop the faculties of memory and logical reasoning, 

but is based on the independent activity of the children themselves. 

Under the guidance of the teacher, knowlege is not merely trans¬ 

mitted, but is discovered by means of observation and independent 

experiment. Phvsical drill is included because it steels body and charac¬ 

ter and encourages voluntary obedience, self-control and. efficiency. 
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III- objects taught in the upper grajde of the Volksschule include: 

i. I • i i. • n. German, history and civics, the geography and history of 

lhi . Iiild’s home-town or district, geography, biology, arithmetic, 

i't tHiietry, drawing, singing, gymnastics and, in the case of girls, 

n* •. lie work. The aim of the biology, geography and nistory-course 

r I.* introduce the pupil to the fundamental questions of ethnology, 

In irdity, racial hygiene and genealogical study. When circumstances 

|n i mil:, these subjects are supplemented by manual work for the boys 

iml domestic economy for the girls. The actual work set in the school 

r. largely adapted to the special requirements of the district in which 

it is situated. 
Hoys and girls are, on principle, educated separately, but there 

nc many cases of small country places where this is not possible, 

and where they are of necessity taught together. 

(Ihildren of exceptional ability in the Volksschule pass into Begab- 

ten- and Aufbauklassen (classes for specially intelligent children) ma¬ 

king it possible for them to enter the higher schools and technical 

institutes. 

Attendance at the Volksschule is compulsory unless the pupil passes 

into an intermediate or higher school on leaving the Grundschule. 

Special schools exist for crippled, abnormal or weak-minded chil¬ 

dren. For backward children there are special classes, known as 

llilfsschulklassen\ these are installed in the large cities in schools 

known as Hilfsschulen. For abnormal and crippled children there 

are special classes and schools. 

THE VOCATIONAL SCHOOL 

The Volksschule pupil who becomes an apprentice and then, after 

about three years, passes the craftsmans examination and in his 

25th year presents himself for the master-craftsman’s examination 

attends, on leaving the Volksschule, the vocational school (Berufs- 

schule). The vocational school is the basis of a systematic professional 

education. Besides making the young man an efficient member of 

the community, it aims at preparing him to meet the demands of 

practical life and of the commercial professions. It continues the 

work of the Volksschule by giving additional instruction, until their 

18th year, to young people of both sexes who are preparing for 

.1 profession and, therefore provides for the great mass of youthful 

workers. While serving their practical apprenticeship in the work- 

hop or office, young workers are required to spend 6-8 hours per 
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week at the schools, and their employers are obliged to allow them 

the necessary time for this. , , 
The vocational school is divided into many different branches. 

Especially in the town schools, the type of tuition given depends 

mainly on the trades to which the various pupils belong: these schools 

are therefore divided into trade groups for builders, wood- and metal¬ 

workers etc. Small vocational schools provide, as far as possible, 

trade classes corresponding to the professional interests of their pupils. 

For this purpose several communes together set up a combined school. 

The instruction given to the pupils in a vocational school goes 

hand in hand with their practical training as apprentices. Resides 

giving technical instruction in the different trades, these schools also 
supplement the pupils' knowledge and abilities by introducing them 

to the science of economics, commerce, and general citizenship. 

In accordance with Government decree the state of neglect into 

which the agricultural vocational schools had fallen in a number 

of provinces" is now being repaired. It is the wish of the Minister 

of Education that everything should be done to further the cultural 

and spiritual welfare of the peasant boys and girls leaving the village 

school. In accordance with his orders, the country continuation school' 

is being energetically revived in order to give to the German pea¬ 

sants whose cultural welfare was seriously neglected before the 

National Socialist revolution, the most important advantages educa¬ 

tion can offer. 
The regulations issued up-to-date for the establishment of country- 

vocational schools for boys and domestic-economy schools for girls, 

stipulate that attendance at these schools is compulsory or tw o > ears. 

They have the task of providing a foundation for the actual work 

of the young countryman. The basis therefore of instruction in the 

country vocational school is landwork through all the seasons of 

the year. In addition to this the school has been given the task ol 

imbuing the pupil, through the medium of his profession, with the 

consciousness that he is a member and a servant of the national 

community. But the actual technical training is earned out by tie 

agricultural school, admission to which presupposes previous atten¬ 

dance at the country vocational school. The teaching staff consists 

of elementary teachers who, after proving their proficiency in the 

village school, have undergone an additional course of training. 
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THE INTERMEDIATE GRADE SCHOOL 

i In intermediate grade school system is distinct from the vocatio¬ 

nal ..ml technical school. The intermediate grade school (Mittclschult) 

1., tin definite task of providing talented and worthy children with 

mi rdm .ition beyond the limits of the curriculum of the primary 

<i Inhd thus enabling them to take up positions of medium impor- 

tihi. i in commerce and industry, trade and administation, agriculture 

<ml Imestry. As a rule it embraces 6 classes and takes children who 

Im r passed through the Grundschule. 
Whereas the 3 lower classes of the intermediate school cater for 

<11 the pupils, the 3 higher classes specialize in courses of a more 

pmlcvsional and commercial nature, varying with the special needs 

..1 11ic locality and time. For girls there is a special scheme which 

tunblcs them to pass into the household and social-welfare pro- 

h- ions. The ultimate objective of these schools is the so-called 

► nuttier* Reife«, the intermediate qualifying certificate, which, if certain 

. onditions are fulfilled, admits pupils to the secondary commercial 

Hi linol, to the secondary schools for the machine-tool and building in- 

du*.tries and for the training ofState foresters, to the police departments, 

1.1 the secondary agricultural institutes, or to the secondary schools. 
I'he curriculum varies considerably according to the very diverse 

1.. . .il needs of the manual professions, of commerce, industry, forestry 

,«iid agriculture. From the 3rd class onwards the more talented pupils 

, an learn a second foreign language. By fixing a maximum and 

minimum number of hours for languages, mathematics and science 

all schools have thus the opportunity of adapting themselves to 

final needs. 
Whereas no fees are charged for attendance at the Volksschule, 

the pupils of the intermediate school are required to pay a fee, sub- 

|i'i t to the decision of the school authorities. 
Scholarships may be awarded to suitable and deserving children. 

THE SECONDARY SCHOOL 

• I fie aim of the secondary school is to give those German children 

who are particularly well qualified from a physical, mental and 

mural point of view an education which will enable them later 

in file to occupy high positions in the State or to play a leading 

I it 11 in the political, cultural and economic life of the nation. It is 

therefore the duty of the secondary school to reject from among 

11m . fiildren attending it those who are incapable or unworthy, and 
11 



thus to stimulate all the more those who are capable and deser¬ 

ving. This continual examination must take into account their physical 

qualities, qualities of character and general usefulness to the com¬ 

munity.* This decree of the Reich Minister of Education defines 

the importance of the secondary school (Hohere Sckule) as a place 

where a continual selection is being made of those who will, in the 

future, become leaders of the German nation, and the standard 

applied is no longer merely an intellectual one, but one which 

takes into consideration the whole character and personality of 

the pupil. 
As part of the National Socialist school reform now in progress, 

the new State Public Schools (Nationalpolitische Erziehungsanst alien) 

are of considerable importance to the secondary school system. They 

are boarding schools under the direct control of the Reich Minister 

of Education. As experimental institutes in the school reform plan 

they have no uniform curriculum, but aim at developing charactci 

and team spirit by means of an intense physical training, »extending 

far beyond the usual instruction devoted to gymnastics and games, 

but without prejudice to the general intellectual standard«. 

Besides these new boarding schools there exist at the present 

time the following types of boys’ schools. 
^ x) The Gymnasium which emphasizes the educative value of classical 

culture (9 years Latin, 6 years Greek). 
^ 2) The Realgymnasium which emphasizes the educative value of 

Western culture (with 3 foreign languages — Latin, English, French). 

3) The Oberrealschule which lays special stress on a scientific edu¬ 

cation (mathematics, physics, chemistry), with modern languages. 

4) The Realschale, a 6 class secondary school which corresponds 

to the upper 6 classes of the Oberrealschule. 
5) The Deutsche Oberschule in which special attention is paid to Ger¬ 

man language, German history and art (with two foreign languages). 

It is possible to pass from the Volksschule to the secondary school 

by way of the 6 year secondary school or Aufbauschule. These schools 

complete in 6 years of study the same syllabus as that of the Ober¬ 

realschule or the Deutsche Oberschule. 
In Prussia a decree issued on 24th April 1933 ordered that more 

time should be devoted to German, history and geography, so as 

to give the pupil more opportunity than previously of occupying 

himself with the literature, history and geography of his native 

country. It has also been decreed that every pupil must be examined 
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|| ili< 1 lose of his school career in the following subjects: ethno- 

l(l| lieicility, racial hygiene, genealogy, and nonulation policy. 

I In 1:iris’ secondary schools have also undergone a change. The 

PniNM.m reform of the year 1924 had set up in principle the same 

111 * | <* 1 live for boys’ and girls’ schools. This was done in the false 

I" In I that the education of boys and girls should be governed by 

tin Nimes principles. Thus the secondary education of girls was en- 

i mit.i|’cd to become more and more academic. The National Soci- 

ulNs reject the principle that no account need be taken of characte- 

flmh s peculiar to woman and that she should be given tasks which 

nnl\ a man can fulfil. They would educate the girl to true woman- 

Im« ns and fit her for those special duties which await her in the 

t(immunity of the nation. The following types of girls’ secondary 

I tools exist at the present time: 

1) The Gymnasiale Studienanstalt (6 years Latin, 4 years Greek, 

9 years French). 

2) The Oberlyzeum, with emphasis on modern languages or science. 

I'lie Lyzeum corresponds more or less to the Realschule for boys. 

I'lic former continuation of this school, the women’s Oberschule, 

and the secondary technical school for women’s professions have been 

combined to form the three-year Frauenschule. 

3) The Deutsche Oberschule wich teaches especially German, history 

and art and, in addition, two foreign languages. 

The Aufbauschule for girls enables talented pupils to pass from 

the Volksschule to the secondary school. It conforms in general to 

the type of the Deutsche Oberschule. 

Knowing the diverse tasks which men and women are called upon 

n> fulfil in national life, co-education has been rejected on principle, 

lhit if there are no schools for girls within a reasonable distance, 

I-.iris can be admitted to boys’ schools on condition that the ad¬ 
mission of boys is not thereby affected. 

For attendance at a secondary school a fee is charged which is 

lixcd by the supervising authorities. Scholarships are granted to 

.suitable and deserving children. 

" Fhe new school and the instruction it provides will develop or¬ 

ganically under the inspiration of National Socialist ideals along 

• 1 th modern education as a whole. We shall not therefore decide, 

like judges at an exhibition, between the rival merits of a classical 

m modern, scientific or humanistic education, of this type of school 

"i of that. We shall be inspired rather by a consciousness of the 
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,1 

laws and necessities of national life and decide therefore on the 

question of the type of school and the instruction to be given from 

quite a different point of view.« (Reich Minister Rust.) 

THE TECHNICAL SCHOOL 

Like the vocational school, the Technical School (FachschuU) pro¬ 

vides a training in commerce, technical subjects and trade But, in 

contrast to the vocational school, admission to the technical school 

is only granted to pupils who have already had a practical training 

in their profession. Unlike the vocational school, it provides regularly 

a full day’s instruction, and so pupils must devote the whole of 

their time to the classes. In a few cases only, attendance at school 

can be combined with professional work. This type of school gives 

its pupils a thorough education which will enable them to advance 

in their profession. Those who attend these schools atm at attaining 

leading or supervising positions in independent professions or as 

official’s or employees. They also have the task of training the rising 

generation of specialized technicians. 
The technical schools are divided into preparatory schools and 

continuation schools. 

PREPARATORY TECHNICAL SCHOOLS 

i) Commercial schools (Handelsschule). The commercial schools 

take pupils leaving the Volksschule. In general these institutions re- 

quire candidates for admission to pass an entrance examination. I he 

secondary commercial schools take boys and girls on leaving t e 

intermediate and secondary schools, and who hold the intermediate 

certificate. The object of these schools is to give a suitable training 

to young persons intending to take up a business career. They teach 

their pupils commercial technique, business correspondence, accoun¬ 

tancy and bookkeeping. In the secondary commercial schools, foreign 

languages are added to the above subjects. The courses given vary 

in length, but extend in general from 1-2 years. 
2) Technical schools for the metallurgical industry. The instruction 

given is chiefly practical work in the school workshops and replaces 
the term of apprenticeship in the workshop of a master-craftman. 

The courses provided vary in length. These schools train technicians 

and technical assistants. 
,) The technical schools for the machine-tool industries require 

that candidates for admission should have attended a Volksschule 
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#ii*l . otnpleted a four year period of practical work. These schools 

.mi emeu of workshops and small concerns, and technical assis- 

trtiit. in construction offices. 

1 I'hr agricultural schools (Bauerliche Werkschulen) require that 

ill* 11 pupils should previously have attended a country vocational 

1.1 The agricultural school exists to provide the farms with 

M.m, workers who have had a thorough technical training. 

In addition there are numerous schools where girls may receive 

luluing for the various women’s professions in town and country. 

I lit m schools organise several courses of various lengths, from 

in. 11 the pupils may choose according as they are seeking instruc- 

lion 101 their own family use or with a view to taking up a profession. 

I in technical training of women for work in farms is undertaken by 

llit I arm Division for Young Women in the agricultural schools. 

TECHNICAL IMPROVEMENT SCHOOLS 

1 Technical schools for mechanical engineering. These schools 

..vide a technical training which will equip the recipients to under- 

i.iIh , in building concerns and machine factories, independent work 

til .t kind which does not require as much knowledge as that pro¬ 

vided by the Higher Technical Schools. To be admitted to such a 

i. hool a candidate must hold a certificate testifying that he lias 

it taincd the standard of the Obersekunda (3rd form from top) of a 

. . ondary school and he must have completed two years in the work- 

liup Candidates for admission who do not possess the Obersekunda 

I militate must pass a special entrance exam, and show that they have 

. nmplcted three years’ practical work in their subject. The tuition given 

II ilu se institutions covers a period of at least 5 half-years. The instruc¬ 

tor. consist mainly of engineers who have received a university 

filucation. A certain number of schools of this sort have added to 

1I1. 11 instruction courses in instrument making, electrotechnics, the 

in tallation of machinery and metal working. 
• The technical schools for building construction. These schools 

11 mi master-builders and technicians for the private building industry, 

uni also technical officials in the building administration of the 

Hrnli, and of the various States and communes. To be allowed to 

iii. I* part in the 5 half-year courses a pupil must have attended a 

» t ondary school up to the Obersekunda or pass an entrance ex¬ 

amination. So-called preliminary half-year courses qualify pupils who 

Imvf passed through the Volksschule and been engaged in practical 
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work, for admission to the regular training course. Most schools 

have departments for architectural building and hydraulic engineering. 

3) To be admitted to the technical schools for the textile industry 

a prospective pupil must prove that he has had a good school edu¬ 

cation and practical experience. The object of these technical schools 

is to provide training for manufacturers, general managers and 

engineers in the textile industry, as well as works-managers and 

factory officials. The training they provide depends on the particular 

type of the textile industry of the locality. 
* 4) Arts and crafts schools. The object of these institutions is to 

provide art workers with a technical and business training. ieir 

curricula and courses vary considerably, the requirements of the 

local industry being generally taken into account. 
5) The technical continuation school of agriculture is the educa¬ 

tional centre for the German peasant. It gives peasants and farmers 

the opportunity of deepening and extending by a one-year course 

the practical and theoretical knowledge they already possess. Their 

chief object is to strengthen the peasant’s feeling of attachment to 

his native soil and to intensify his sense of national solidarity. 
To be admitted to such an institution a pupil must prove, that 

he has had a good general education, corresponding to the inter¬ 

mediate certificate. In addition every pupil must have reached at 

least his twentieth year and must show that he has 3 1/2 years 

practical experience of agriculture. The total number of students at 

such an agricultural school must not exceed 50. 
J Since December 1935 there has been in Goslar the higher peasant 

school CBauernliochschule) of the Reichsndhrstand. Its object is to con¬ 

tinue the training of selected pupils from the agricultural schoo s 

and to train future instructors for the agricultural schools. The most 

important part of their task is to prepare the future Erbhofbauer 

(owner of an hereditary farm) for all those tasks which the Reich 

hereditary farm law has imposed upon him. ^oung peasants between 

20 and 30 years of age are admitted to these schools. These peasant 

schools are boarding establishments run on the lines of the Ger¬ 

man peasant’s home. The curriculum includes history (political his¬ 

tory and history of the peasantry), the principles, aims and measures 

of agrarian policy, heredity and ethnology, study of peasant culture, 

and physical training. 
The associations of students at most of the technical schools, the 

so-called Fachschulen, are affiliated to the Reichsstudentenwerk (welfare 
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JOURNEY’S END 

h..\N from the Nationalpolitische Emehungsanstalt Naumbur« 

visiting their Schulpforta comrades 



DIGGING IN 

Labour Service 

THEY’LL GET SOMETHING DONE 

Girls of the Land Year plan 

t i it ij tin mi for all students in the Reich). In this way the health 

4m.i tuntiMiuic needs of the pupils in these institutions is cared for 

in i .Itm m manner. One day in the school week, Saturday, is 

id.*.. .1 <n the disposal of the FachschuIschafUn for the moral, phy- 

■ im! mill political training of their members. The education of the 

-in,hni. in the ideals of National Socialism has been substituted 

lin iIn one time instruction in civics. 
Ml ith those already mentioned there are a number of other 

tfllHihiil schools which serve the particular educational needs of 

lb, 11111 el cut professions, e. g. handicraft schools, pottery schools, 

II tin tii .hip schools, ship’s engineers’and mechanics’ schools, technical 

, I.I. for the Army and Navy etc. The types of schools described 

M ini nit only a summary of the many-sided and diverse system 

<•( (,n man technical schools. 

SCHOOL AND HITLER YOUTH 

•.in, i the beginning of the 20th century, repeated efforts have 

hf m made to model the training of the young people of Germany 

npiin the most suitable lines possible. Whilst in the schools, the 

M bin,inship between teacher and pupil was usually determined by 

the actual process of teaching and learning, outside the school it 

vc r, the comradeship of youth for youth that gave birth to a rela- 

n, 11 milip such as exists between a leader and those who are led. 

\ 1 ••.a lter acquires his official authority once he has completed the 

Stair controlled training for his profession and has therein proved 

lu.u . II capable, but a youth leader must constantly prove and main- 

lalu Ihn authority over his comrades by exerting an unceasing, per- 

11 n 11 influence upon them. The educational plans evolved by the 

1 hi in Youth are not just the haphazard consequences of the work 

ii,lin in school; instead, they are founded on the passionate desire 

in create which is so strongly in the hearts of the young. Alive 

1,, Hu |.ict that they themselves will be the Germany of tomorrow, 

lin y air ready to carry upon their own shoulders the responsibility 

Im itn welfare. Mindful of this, these young Germans, when their 

fiiinautic experiments with the Pre-war Youth Movement proved fruit- 

I, „ 1,mud new expression for their ideals in one vast, comprehensive 

urbanisation of youth under a common leader. 
1.1 the National Socialist State, therefore, the school, the Hitler 
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Youth leaders and the parents are all three responsible for the edu- I 

cation of youth. The Reich Minister of Education and the Reich I 

Youth Leader have assured the fruitful collaboration of these three 1 

agents by issuing a special regulation. According to this, Sunday 1 

belongs entirely to the parents and the family, while Saturday, as I 

the State Youth Day (Stoatsjugendtag,), and in addition one evening | 

a week are free from school-work and are devoted to the educational I 

activities of the Hitler Youth. The other week days are reserved 

unrestrictedly as school-days. In this way, the education of the young \ 

generation in Germany has been given a broad uniform basis. To 

counteract the intellectual training given to the pupil in the school, 

the State Youth Day makes provision for the physical training and 

the stimulation of his team-spirit. 
Every boy may decide for himself whether to join the Hitler j 

Youth, which is divided into the following sub-organisations: 

1) The Hitler Jugend, which includes boys aged 14-18 ; 

2) The Jungvolk, which includes boys from 10-14; 
3) The Bund Deutscher M&dchen, composed of girls from 15-21; 

4) The Jungmadel, consisting of girls from 10-15. 
The Reich Youth Leader (Reichsjugendfiihrer) is the head of the whole 

organisation. Its many responsibilities include the social and national 

training of the young, their hygienic well-being, and the administra- , 

tion and extension of the Youth Hostel Movement. 
In Co-operation with the German Labour Front, it also runs the 

Reich Apprentices’ Competition (Reichsberufswettkampf) open to all 

workers, between the ages of 14 and 21, who are still apprenticed 

to a trade or training for a profession. By its practical nature, and 

to an extent unparalleled in any other country, this competition : 

has impressed the youth of Germany with the nobility of achievement. 

The competitors are divided into groups according to their professions, 
and the various achievement classes must complete different practical 

and theoretical tasks. Throughout the competition employers and 

employees work together and, at a certain fixed time, workshops 

and offices all over Germany are carefully prepared for it. The 

underlying motive is neither money nor material reward of any 

sort, but the distinction and honour accorded to what is judged to 

be the best personal achievement, in any particular group of profes¬ 

sions. On the first of May, the Day of National Labour, the youthful 

winners of this competition, along with the workers’ delegations, 

are received and congratulated by the Fiihrer himself. In this way, 
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(^f rtHii. • mi ni . nI the young manual worker are placed on the 

• I r tin »nc of the brain-worker. This recognition of the 

iligHity m* 1 <I nobility of every honourable achievement proves to 

(lnriiiMiiv that it is the worker and not the capitalist who 

lll( *Ii -.tiiiv of the nation, that the important factor is, not 

tit 1 in* I * 111 (native achievement. 

LAND YEAR AND COURSES 

limn tin two measures of the National Socialist reform of edu- 

gltlmi \ Ini Ii are of especial importance: the Country Year and the 

I .* 1 These two reforms are being described in detail since they 

|tH' • Imili the same aim, that of bringing town children into contact 

tyllli th< country and have also both attracted attention abroad. 

In I'm-iia m 1 q34, Reich Minister Rust instituted a Country Year 

II.Hnilfiiht * lor children leaving the Volksschule. The object of the 

t miiiiM Year was »\o imbue the town children with a feeling of 

nm m v- " ith their native country and people and to make them rea- 

li-i 1 In value to the nation of a healthy peasantry". This creation 

*<l iln National Socialist rdgime shows clearly modern Germany’s 

(MHtiuti inwards education, with its rejection of a one-sided intel- 

h .mil n.lining. The body and soul of the child are submitted to 

ilu ... itivc influence of those forces which come from the soil, 

II ••♦ii lilnod and from the community of camp life. The child is re- 

*!*••. • •! from the cramped schoolroom of the city and plunged straight 

min in live peasant life. In this way education extends beyond the 

llmiii .1 sphere of the school, and young people of the right racial 

•tinin and of healthy stock are brought, by way of agricultural 

tymli mil true community life, back to the purity of an existence 

... in the land. Such an education avoids the roundabout way 
Hi iln inetical and literary instruction about peasant life and labour, 

and instead gives the Country-Year child, by means of practical 

tytuli, a direct knowledge of the peasantry and of village crafts. 

M. Nidi . this practical education the children learn, by examples from 

n .d Idr, much about history, about their native country and people, 

alnmi ethnology and the laws of heredity. 

I lie Country Year, therefore^ is neither a one year extension of 

|h< it I mol rdgime, nor a subtle attempt at raising the school leaving 

. ( >n the contrary, it opens the portals of a new phase of life 
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to those young people upon whom the school has already closed 

its doors. It has frequently provided a splendid outlet for many 

boys who, without knowing it, were being hurled headlong into 

some entirely unsuitable career. The Country Year turned away 

their interests from the stilted life of the cities and diverted their 

attention from those intellectual professions for which they displayed 

not the slightest natural inclination. 
In 1935 as many as 33 500 boys and girls were transferred from 

the industrial towns and big cities of Germany to the 600 camps 

established by this scheme. The statistics for Prussia show that whereas, 

in 1934, 21000 boys took part in the Country Year, in 1935 the 

addition of 10500 girls brought the total membership to 31 500, a 

record which will be maintained throughout 1936. Each camp caters 

for between 60 and 100 children who stay there for 8 months. And 

these children, it is interesting to note, were drawn from families 

of very varied social standing: - for 2980 were the children of 

state officials, 3800 of clerks, 3140 of tradespeople, and n 500 of 

skilled or unskilled manual or industrial workers. 
The organisation of the camp is in the hands of the camp leader 

who is assisted in his work by a number of group and section 

leaders. The camps are under the authority of the Regierungspra- 

sidenten (presidents of local government boards) and are supervised 

by Country Year district leaders. The regulations concerning the 

methods used are issued by the Minister of Education. 
Country Year leaders, teachers and assistants are selected carefully 

from among suitable persons and receive a training lasting 8 weeks 

For the further training of Country Year leaders there are special 

camps and courses which give additional instruction m country games 

and sports, handicrafts and music, and add to the educational expe¬ 

rience already acquired. 
Whilst the Country Year is for children who have passed through 

the Volksschule, the Courses also aim at bringing pupils from the 1 

secondary schools, in the same way, into contact with the country I 

and the peasants. To be true the Courses cover a shorter period 

but the educational effect hoped for is similar. 
The Courses (.Nationalpolitische Lehrgdnge]) are for the 4 upper classes 

(age 16-19) of the secondary schools and extend over three weeks 

of each year. The courses were held, as parallel institutions to the 

Country Year, for the first time in 1935 65 of the finest Youth 
Hostels of the Rhineland, thus establishing a new contact between 
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Ifbm.l .ui.I Youth Hostel. In each course, the same classes from 

dillt-1• mi itlmnls and, as far as possible, from different districts of 

tU* Hhim piovincc were brought together. Besides the general work 

in 1., .. in the hostel, the boys worked, under strict discipline, 

t,,t (hi |m a Mints, while the girls helped with the housework and 

flfjl mu,' work of peasant homes. Pupils and teachers work together 

tin 11 alization of a great task, and in this way many a teacher 

Im« won it deeper influence over his pupils by showing, through 

M* m llh v. work and disregard of his own personal comfort, that 

)ii 1.inl.l do more than merely dogmatise in the class-room. 

LABOUR SERVICE 

h In already been pointed out in the introduction that it is a 

.id characteristic of education in Germany today that it is not 

I,mu. .I 10 the school alone. It extends far beyond it. And in this 

mi.non we must mention, besides the Hitler Youth and Country 

Vimii, the German Labour Service (.Arbeitsdienst). 

On the 26 th June 1935 compulsory Labour Service was announ- 

, . .1 lot all Germans between the ages of 18 and 25. Germany is 

ill* in .1 country in the world to take this step, and for this reason 

> 11*. 111 it is worth while inquiring into the educational value of Ger- 

...... I abour Service. To compulsory school education and military 

,»i hr Germany has added compulsory Labour Service. 

I I.. . ihree-fold system has given rise to misunderstandings. It is 

1 mi .lake for other countries to imagine that the German Labour 

’nine is a disguised form of military' service. Nobody who has 

finally seen a German Labour Camp and known the men who 

m mk there could make such a statement. And it is equally as mista- 

1.111 to think that German Labour Service like the American Ci- 

vilinn Conservation Corps, is primarily an economic remedy for un- 

. , 1, | I• • ment. On this point Adolf Hitler and Constantin Hierl, the 

, m nor of German Labour Service, have from the beginning made 

li quite clear that Labour Service is a duty of honour for German 

V uni It, 1 service rendered to the German nation. Just as in wartime 

|)ti young German has to serve his country unflinchingly with his 

Wtapous, so in peace time he has to serve it with his spade. It is 

mu that Labour Service has its economic aspect. But this is not of 

' 1 > > 11 \ 1 importance. What is conclusive is the educational benefit 
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men derive from working side-by-side with spade and shovel, from | 

mastering the same tasks together and from devoting all their ener- I 

gies to a labour which is clearly for the good of the whole nation, j 

But first of all a few words as to the economic aspect. Labour 

Service has been made compulsory for the whole of German youth: | 

its brilliantly worked-out and far-seeing goal is the recovery of waste j 

areas for cultivation, and the improvement of German land. There 

are in Germany 8,5 million hectares (a third of the total area of 

arable land) insufficiently drained, 1,9 million of marshy land, and 

1,2 million hectares of waste land. Out of a further 5 million hec¬ 

tares ground is still being cleared, tracks and roads for agricultural 

purposes are being made and scattered estates are being co-ordinated. 

If Germany employs 200,000 men yearly doing these jobs there 

will be enough work for the next 20 to 30 years. The work of re¬ 

covering waste land for cultivation is directed by the Reich Labour 

Leader (Reichsarbeitsfiihrer) assisted by a staff of trained men. Well 

over 1000 camps, each containing about 150 men, are working today ! 

on the moors, at the seashore, on marshes and bogs, all inspired 

by the same goal of winning for the German people so much arable 1 

and fertile land that it can earn its bread from its own soil. Accor¬ 

ding to statistics taken in the middle of 1935, of these 200000 j 

60% were at work in cultivating the soil and carrying out impro- | 

vements, 10% were doing forestry work, 5% were working on 

land settlements, 15% were building roads, and 10% were doing 

special work needed for the making of artificial lakes, water-works, 

harbour works and the setting up of their own camps. The deciding 

factor from an economic point of view is, that only that work shall 

be undertaken, which has a high economic and cultural value and 

which cannot be carried out through the normal channels of paid labour. 1 

There is therefore no competition with the ordinary labour market. ] 

To what extent the educational rather than the economic aspect 

of Labour Service is emphasized can be seen from the fact that in 

the spring of 1934, the Deutsche Studentenschaft (the general organi¬ 

sation of German students) decided on its own account, without 

any pressure from the authorities, to make Labour Service com¬ 

pulsory for every student before coming up to the university. The 

German student has thus won a crown of honour in the history j 

of Labour Service. The Artamanen and certain groups of the Youth 

Movement of the post-war years can also be considered as pioneers j 

of the idea of Labour Service. In the years 1920-30 workers, pea- 
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|MM| |Hf> ni l. uf, wen again and again brougtht togeher in wTork 

|9I4|4«i ... » in miiln in overcome unemployment, but contentedly 

Ami 1. .il l. 1 in shoulder with members of all professions of 

1 it*.'.... pi n|i|. What unites them all is the moral value of work. 

| 11 . nipt Im 1 manual labour has at last disappeared in Germany. 

Ill H.i" 11 |... t 1 abnur Service exists for a similar purpose as the 

Hiilpt Ymull in.I the ( .ountry Year. And it will, in time, be equally 

I t^iin. nli Ini girl-. 10 be excused from Labour Service as it is for 

IIkim In In thru*lvcd from attendance at school — but it will take 

fflitiiy yirtii fm until Imd the right form of Labour Service for women. 

In ilt.i tmimicr of 1031 the Bruning government, yielding to the 

I<tm• m 11 mI |miMi. opinion, gave its legal sanction to the system of 

m.lmiMi' I ihnm Service. That was followed in 1932 by a second 

U.mi 1I1 ilmp with this »voluntary* Labour Service. It was a cou- 

Mh*-"" '• p forward on the part of the government, but what was 

it I in, • 1 '• that Ircc spirit and independence of the bureaucracy 

i.i. ii 1 ilnuu Service needs if it is to remain true to its ideals. 

M»n tin National Socialist Party has the undoubted credit for having 

iIhuiI 1 hr wav for compulsory Labour Service. With unflagging 

.mi, 'h.- Party succeeded in forming, beneath the surface, a firm 

m»,..mi.hi.m which was able, after Hitler’s accession to power, to 

hMithlei -.naight away the entire responsibility for German Labour 

h. 1 1. . I hr aim of compulsory service was resolutely pursued step 

Im i.p I von before the proclamation of the law of the 26th June 

.•M . (hr miiic smart uniform had been introduced in all the camps 

mid ' -l.ar organisation of leaders and led had been set working. 

Ii ■ 1 mid not be an exaggeration to say that German Labour Ser- 

1.. 1. one of the most important achievements of the National 

Hi.I.m revolution. Perhaps no people needed a school of social 

..h sliip more than the Germans. But one cannot educate people 

...1 comradeship by means of instruction and teaching; it is 

.up, possible through the application of the energies of all to the 

Mi. oiiiplishment of a common task. It is a fact that the decisive factor 

1 iln spirit and personality of the camp leader—a fact which was 

1I1 ill' perceived from the beginning by the Reich Labour Leader 

M.. 11 The Labour Service leaders must know how to obtain un- 

1(111 Honing obedience from their subordinates and to maintain the 

It it test discipline and order. But they must combine this quality 

*nii ,i line sense of justice and a fatherly concern for the welfare 

m( (hen men, and, in character, they must be, not instructors but 

Him educators.* 23 



THE TRAINING OF TEACHERS 

The training of teachers has entered upon a critical stage in all 

the civilized countries of the world. This expresses itself not only 

in the numerous international congresses which concern themselves 

with the question of the training of teachers, but also in the actual 

reforms which are operating here and there all over the world. In 

Germany too the training of teachers has been a subject of con- 

troversy for many years. 

It is well known that in this country the training of secondary 

school teachers was carried out entirely at the University, whilst 

that of the Volksschul-teachers assumed many different forms. The 

controversy was concerned therefore almost entirely with the reform 

of the training of Volkschul-teachers. The subject under discussion 

was, perhaps, not so much the professional qualifications but, rather, ■ 

the social position of the primary school teacher in other words, i 

how to bridge the social gap which existed between him and the 

higher grades of the Civil Service. 

At the beginning of this century, the training of Volkschul-teachers, 

throughout Germany, took place in special seminaries which were, 

so to speak, secondary schools particularly concerned with the tea¬ 

ching profession. At the age of 18 or 19, therefore, the student had 

completed his training which had nothing at all to do with the 

University. Colleges of this kind were retained longest in Wurttem- 

berg and Bavaria, and were not converted into Training Colleges 

of the higher grade until 1934. 

Elsewhere in Germany an attempt had already been made to raise j 

this low-grade system of training for Elementary7 teachers to a much ! 

higher level. To do this three different lines of policy were pursued, j 
The first method, adopted in states such as Hamburg, Saxony, Bruns¬ 

wick and Hessen, purposely transferred the training of elementary tea¬ 

chers to the University. The only difference between their training 

and that of the Secondary-school teachers was in the length of time 

put in. The Volkschul-teacher need remain only three years while 

the student training for a Secondary-school had to complete from 4 

to 5 years at the University. According to the second scheme, tried 

out mainly in Thuringia (Jena), the Volkschul-teacher was sent 

for part of his time to the University where he received his purely 

academic training, and for the remainder of his course, to a com¬ 

pletely separate institute. 
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• b* Hiii.I |m>|i, v, him* its adoption in Prussia and other German 

HtH«« •-* i" •••in,- ol decisive importance. Prussia led the way by 

|H§l4|iM».«iii>r. m njjfi, H and, in 1930, a further 7 »Pedagogic Aca- 

gPJIllH h h tine that .1 number of them had to be closed down 

■••■I.. in iqp, but nevertheless they furnished the pattern for 

■ ‘•i'1 ttrtlnliip. colleges lor teachers, not only in Germany but also 

|H l#v•» 1 «iI Intvign countries. 

I In Pi l.i 'oj.u. Academies were from the first subjected to severe 

WttUUin Their opponents declared that their predominantly acade- 

Ht1 H OMinr was totally inadequate for the professional requirements 

"I llu I hi hi t Elementary school teacher. To a great extent, this 

iftthlftiii ■ ' • justifiable, for the Academies did stand »in the shadow 

"I H - I diversity* and, like it, nursed an ambition to pursue aca- 

iIhui- icMtarch. 

II '• nr* here that National Socialism intervened. National Socialists, 

.. the beginning, were convinced that the future educators of 

\ * -11111 ind especially the Elementary teachers, must be trained 

-1111 • 1 • ml', from the scholar; that the atmosphere of the University 

• •I ibt Pedagogic Academy was not calculated to make the future 

1. •- lit 1 an educator of youth in the true sense of the word. On 

•nlh \pril 1933, therefore, the Minister of Education founded a new 

*lhu h\< hule fur Lthrerbildung« (Training College) in Lauenburg, a 

hi til town in Pomerania. This foundation wras to serve as a model 

Imi Hu luture training of teachers. In the first place it was a prac- 

i" -1 - picssion of the theory that the teacher must remain in close 

-••in i-1 with the country-side and villagers, and in the second place 

11 •• *1*. an obvious demonstration of the principle that he must re¬ 

ceive bis training not in the cities, but in the country. 

I Ik ideal of this College was to produce teachers who would 

111M merely impart knowledge, nor appeal only to the intellects of 

Hu 11 pupils, but who would influence the boys’ and girls’ characters. 

I In \ w ere to be leaders of youth, not just schoolmasters, and as 

him --lucators their responsibility will extend far beyond the walls 

--I tin class-room. Behaviour outside working hours is, perhaps, no- 

w 1" 1 - more important than in the teaching profession. Therefore a 

Viry Hirict selection of those to whom, in the future, German youth 

.. be entrusted has become the chief principle behind the modern 

.. plans for the training of teachers. 

II wr take a broad-minded view of the teaching profession, then 

b * obvious that the one-time barrier dividing the Elementary from 
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the Secondary school teacher must be pulled down. Both have to 

serve the nation. To both are entrusted the children of that same 

nation— Germany. It follows, then, as a matter of course, that this 

worn-out class distinction made between them has to be wiped out, 

and a uniform method of training suitable for both types, must be evol¬ 

ved. This was done by the decree of Oct. 12 th 1935. In future, the 

Training College (.Hochschule fur Lehrerbildung) will constitute the first 

stage in the training of all German teachers without exception. We 

have not pursued the method of sending the Volkschul-teacher to 

the University, but have reversed the process and ordered the Se¬ 

condary school teachers, in future, to spend their first year in a 

Training College. Only from there can they pass on to the University- 

Thus for the future we have the following scheme. Every German 

who wishes to become a teacher must first attend a German Se¬ 

condary school. After passing his school leaving examination, he 

will do Labour Service for half a year. Then he will spend one 

year in a Training College. The curriculum for this first year in¬ 

cludes, on the one hand, theory of teaching (pedagogics, the study 

of character, child psychology, ethnology, study of the German 

people) and on the other, the beginning of his practical teaching. 

By observing other teachers’ lessons and by himself attempting 

to teach a class he finds out, even in his first year, what he is to 

expect, and whether his ^vocation* lies in this job. On comple¬ 

ting this year, which is compulsory for all teachers, the student may 

choose between two alternatives. Either he may spend a further 

year at the Training College to enable him to sit for the Volkschul- 

teachers’ examination; or he may leave the Training College and 

go to the University for a further three years’ study, in the hope 

of passing the academic examination for Secondary school teachers. 

The great advantage of this new arrangement lies in the fact that, 

at the commencement of his training, the Secondary school teacher 

will have the opportunity of seeing from personal contact with the 

school whether he is fitted for his profession. The most serious flaw 

in the old method lay in the fact that the Secondary school teacher 

occupied himself for four years at the University with academic 

studies, and only in the fifth or sixth year did he have the oppor¬ 

tunity of discovering whether he had a natural gift for teaching. 

The Volkschul-teacher, on the other hand, receives an academic 

education in addition to the purely practical training provided in 

the earlier Seminaries. 
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n,,. 11 1 rti- .iiist this very arrangement that the strongest objec¬ 

ts .v-<|. It is said that the modern Training College in 

• betrayed scholarship. Physical training and social and 

,1 , ,|m .nion, it is said, are so much to the fore that there 

... It-It for intellectual studies. This is quite erroneous. One 

K,|,l in m . .infuse the new form of education for which the Training 

Mauds, with the question of intellectual studies. It is true 

iltdi ib. Inline German teacher as soon as he enters the College is 

l*U.> I In an atmosphere similar to that which he will find later 

In pupils; that is to say, comradeship, social harmony, camp- 

l||it .1. 1 p|ilie, and a sense of strict selection are the natural charac- 

CJlfUi «d the Training College. But one would be doing the 

Ini mi » educator an ill turn if one were to supress, at the most 

, ,i,i,„| 1 tpr in his personal development, his natural impulse for 

(Cm u.b and enquiry —if one did not permit him to undergo the 

inn lb • 1 ual discipline of academic work. Academic training must, 

tin m lute, in future occupy a very definite place in the reformed 

tfgtltliig n! German teachers. 

II, ,. most striking feature of this new method of training is its 

iWItluwutc aloofness from that required for any other profession. 

I b< leuchcr does not fall into the same category as the carpenter 

.. tan or University professor. For whilst these must be as 

In, Id\ specialised as possible in their own subjects, the teacher 

,Km,i In*, above all, a really good fellow, possessing enough cha- 

1. . Hid personality to lead wholeheartedly and unswervingly the 

tuiyii and girls entrusted to him. 

(j| KMAN schools and foreign countries 

III. a remarkable fact that, in 1935, the number of German school- 

,lul.bni who went abroad by way of exchange, from school to 

„ I.| or from home to home, rose from about 1500 the total 

,, Mi bi’d in preceding years, to about 3000. The flower of German 

y, mu 11 «t reamed into more than 22 European and overseas countries 

p(til, ulurly into Sweden, England, France, the Balkans, andU.S.A. 

Ik order to meet their comrades in these countries. This fact is 

iHipiMtant because, for a long time, National Socialist Germany has 

I,, 1 k m pmached with pursuing a kind of inbreeding and with dis- 

I,,.Imp completely any contact with neighbouring peoples. Ger- 
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man youth has strikingly refuted this accusation. But the figure 

3000, in itself, may give rise to a second misunderstanding and evoke 

the comment that the will of the political leader has forced this 

rise in the number of "exchanges^, that it is a shining example of 

systematic National Socialist propaganda. Such a reproach is utterly 

childish. More persistently than any one else, the youth of Ger¬ 

many have refused to be made the instrument of cheap political 

propaganda. They know that it would be a sign of extreme ratio¬ 

nalism to hope that, by means of propaganda, a foreign nation could 

ever be converted to a theory of life which is not already part 

of their very being. 

No, there is a very different reason for the increase in the ex¬ 

change of German school-children. It is the natural result of the 

fact that the youth of Germany have learned, at last, to love their 

own people and to see in their nation the ultimate and truest source 

of their well-being. Naturally enough, then, they have a sincere 

respect for their foreign contemporaries who hold their native lands 

in like regard. What drives our young people across the frontiers 

is a healthy curiosity to learn the ideas and customs of other races. 

Is it not a most profound experience to discover what are the forces 

that bind the youth of England and France to their native countries 

with the same devotion and patriotism with which the Fiihrer has 

inspired the youth of Germany? 

This is the great difference between modern and former times. 

During the ten years after the war, it is true that, in Germany, 

there was much talk of the exchange of school-children and of tra¬ 

velling abroad, but the proposals came almost exclusively from stu¬ 

dents and teachers of modern languages. They imagined that language 

constitutes the real and only difference between nations. One had 

only to teach children to surmount this language barrier and nothing 

else would prevent an understanding between these nations. It was 

the teachers of foreign languages who thought that one could use 

the » exchange* of school-children simply as an easy linguistic me¬ 

thod, and that it would be sufficient to tempt youth with this bait. 

They were mistaken. For jmung people know very well that 

language is not a technical thing that one can change at will, but 

that it is part of a people. When they go abroad they want to do 

more than just learn a foreign language. They wish to live and go 

among these people — to get to know them, as they really are. 

We do not want to »convert* anyone, for we know that other men 
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«• huh iblc to change their »make-up« as we ourselves are. 

Httt wp In In v»; that personal contact between different races will 

>4l.t 11 Hiii mutual respect without which international co-operation 

Ilf |U\ ir it I value is utterly impossible. 

Hilt litiitiv < .Inc-., exchanges are prepared by correspondence between 

ililblmi, and a decree of the German Minister of Education 

fttHMIii" 1I1. Inllowing statement, which is in entire agreement with 

Him! hi him said above :»By means of this correspondence, school- 

plldiMi must awaken alove and an understanding of their own people, 

lliHiil.l extend their own knowledge of foreign countries and 

H mhI at the same time help their correspondents to do like- 

•» li"in ical contact with foreign nations there should spring 

| ib »|tt 1 1111 *l« 1 standing of their own people.« The exchange of boys 

Mttil 11111‘1 1. 1 rcarded in the same light by the German department 

l » «*|*. <ii iblr lor it.* 

t I lilt tin* international exchange and correspondence, to the Ger¬ 

man ■ In ml of today, is more than just a means of linguistic tech- 

ttb|m In the lirst place a prolonged visit abroad will prove useful 

lit fit In-1 subjects besides modern languages: Geography, the study 

m! Htfllnii.il characteristics, biology, history and physical training all 

ptnlli Imm it. In addition to acquiring knowledge, by living in a 

b'Mi(i.untry the pupil gains an experience which has a decisive 

Nib * 1 hi. the rest of his life. On these journeys abroad one sees — 

ttmiN • • 1 11 than in the Camp or Country Year — which of the boys 

ittfVN tan, courtesy, modesty, courage and decision. And just as in 

tin- t mtnic.s, if he does not wish to loose control over his class, 

(hi it m In 1 must act as leader. 

\N* . in think of no more suitable conclusion to these remarks 

♦ bon iIm words of the Reich Youth Leader, Baldur von Schirach, 

When In outlined the lofty ambitions underlying the system of trips 

nml »• “ h iiif.es beyond the frontier: »I believe, he said, that Euro- 

pitfll \ "inh can work together on the basis of an understanding 

With It m 11:• 1 have as its motto: »Get to know each other!* It would 

hi* OUiplan to believe that the world could be made better by 

lining (Ills Probably the world would not become better, but 

HttHt ^ onbl become juster.* 

*1 in all questions concerning the exchange of students apply 
♦ *• ili* * I )eutscher Akademischer Austauschdienst*, Berlin NW40, 
I imii|>iui/.enufer 13. For international school correspondence 
*. I. 1 in the German centre: »Deutsch-auslandischer Schiilerbrief- 
•<*.IihP( at the same address. 
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